Customer: Le Creuset
Locations: UK, USA, Denmark,
Germany, France, Japan
Industry: Manufacturing, distribution
Software: MS Dynamics Nav, AX, Torex,
System 21, Sage
Company Profile
Le Creuset is a global manufacturer with
22 subsidiaries around the world. With
each site operating independent systems,
getting an accurate picture of inventory
status and forecasting requirements was
becoming increasingly difficult. In 2010,
the company turned to AGR to deliver an
inventory optimization and demand
planning solution to deliver integrated and
consistent results that would reduce stock
holding while continuing to provide very
high levels of product availability.

Challenges
•

Limited stock visibility between locations

•

Improve inventory management accuracy

AGR gives Le Creuset a
solid base for accurate
forecasting
“Working with the AGR solution is very easy. The
implementation team was positive and proactive, putting us
first on many occasions. They are also receptive to discussing
future enhancements to the product and have frankly been a
pleasure to do business with.”
Gavin Wheaton, Group Logistics Manager at Le Creuset

Le Creuset began producing its first porcelain enamelled cast iron pots in 1925 from
its foundry in Fresnoy le Grand, France where the company is still based. While the
company has expanded the types of products it offers, it is best known for the
manufacture of Le Creuset’s cast iron, which still accounts for around half of the
business. Le Creuset is now sold in more than 60 countries around the world
including the US, UK, Japan and Australia.
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systems. Gavin Wheaton, is UK Logistics Manager for the Group and he explains, “We
AGR Dynamics is a supply chain planning
specialist offering solutions that optimise
the flow of goods throughout the supply
chain for distribution, retail and
manufacturing companies. The AGR
solution increases profits by eliminating
unnecessary costs from the supply chain.
It uses raw data from any ERP system and
automatically selects the best-fitting
forecasting method to estimate future
demand.
For more information go to:
www.agrdynamics.com

put together a global plan to improve the accuracy and efficiency of our inventory
management across the entire business. The objective was to have visibility of all our
systems so we could benefit from faster reporting and significantly improved stock
holding, both in terms of lower volume and higher availability. We began in the UK
after investing in Microsoft Dynamics NAV but identified a huge area for potential
improvement in our inventory management and forecasting capabilities.”
Other countries had different ERP systems and while the longer term plan is to have
consistent systems across the group, the immediate requirement was to implement a
best-of-breed inventory optimisation system that could lower costs through better
inventory management and demand planning. “We looked at a number of inventory
optimisation products, but AGR appeared to be exactly what we were looking for in
terms of straightforward implementation, integration with a range of ERP systems,
excellent functionality, ease of use and scalability. We felt this was a system that
could be implemented quickly in the UK and then be rolled out across the group for
maximum benefit,” he adds.

Project Roll-out
Implementation of AGR in the UK was straightforward and yielded fast benefits. As Wheaton explains, “Like many of our subsidiaries, in the
UK we had too much stock in the warehouse, but were often out of stock on the products we actually needed. There was no visibility of stock
in our other sites around the world, which could have helped us be more responsive and efficient. We were in real need of putting standard
operational processes in place so that we could work in a more systematic way. AGR has done this very quickly, helping us to reduce
inventory while simultaneously improving product availability and customer service.”
With the UK up and running successfully, Le Creuset moved swiftly to roll the system out into
further countries and it is now live in the US and Germany and is being rolled out into Scandinavia.
From the central head office, Le Creuset can also pull in data from other subsidiaries, such as
Japan, Hong Kong and Australia, in order to provide further visibility of inventory and forecasting in
these territories. “Reducing inventory across all our locations is what has driven the need for this
system. Once we put a spotlight on inventory it became clear that the subsidiaries were not
forecasting properly. Until now, forecasting has essentially been guesswork. AGR has given us
increased visibility and it is making a big difference. We can now see that there may be stock
sitting in one country’s warehouse that we could move to another country, rather than
manufacturing more unnecessary products,” says Wheaton.
Benefits of AGR Inventory Optimisation
“The implementation of AGR is a key part of our overall drive to improve operational processes throughout the business,” says Wheaton,
adding, “The system gives us an accurate picture of our stock holding, which allows us to bring other key processes into place. For example
we will use AGR to forecast demand from factories so that we can purchase raw materials at advantageous prices to meet these forecasts.”
He continues, “Forecasting is working much better, which is helped by the consistency of format as well as the consistency and accuracy of
data. We can pull in spreadsheets from many different departments, such as sales, marketing and purchasing and standardise this
information across the whole organisation. This means we can plan key activities, such as marketing campaigns and promotions, with an
accurate focus on what is best for the business.”
The US, which accounts for 40% of total group revenues, is particularly pleased with the AGR implementation. “The US have hit the product
head on and they are now running with it at a very high level. They are producing a range of reports, sourcing data from a several different
systems, which has given them a very rapid improvement in forecasting and inventory
holding.”
Support
With such a key global implementation, Le Creuset has appreciated the professional,
knowledgeable and rapid support of AGR Dynamics. “AGR Dynamics’ support has been
exemplary,” says Wheaton. “They have been very responsive to all our needs and the needs
of each of our markets. We never wanted to dictate everything the local offices wanted, but
we needed some consistency and the AGR team has allowed us to do this by being flexible and encouraging.”
In conclusion, Gavin Wheaton is looking towards the completion of the global roll-out, “So far we have six of 22 subsidiaries on AGR, but
many more can integrate their inventory data with a central system. We have been very impressed by the simplicity of implementation,
despite the fact that it is clearly a very powerful piece of software. Similarly, the rapid effect the system has on forecasting accuracy and
stock levels is helping us to lower costs, improve customer satisfaction and generally increase the profitability of the whole business. With
AGR, we are enjoying a happy combination of low investment and high return.”

